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20 years AlxTiyN hard coatings with two third  at% of Al and one third at% Ti by
cathodic vacuum arc evaporation: basics and industrial applications
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In the last two decades there have been considerable advances in the development of

wear resistant coatings based on the ternary Ti-Al-N system. This system combines

high oxidation resistance (formation of aluminum oxide on the surface) and high hot

hardness (hardening by spinodal decomposition) and can be deposited in a variety of

growth structure by cathodic vacuum arc. The Al-rich coating of the chemical

composition of two third Al and one third Ti of the total metallic content in at%, mostly

termed Al

0,66

Ti

0.34 

N or Al

0,67

Ti

0.33 

N, was first synthesized by cathodic vacuum arc

evaporation in 1994 (company METAPLAS, Germany). One important step was the

development of cathodes by a proper powder metallurgical process. The presentation

will highlight aspects of the state of the art of cathode manufacturing and reaction

during arcing on cathodes surface.

Due to the metastable nature of Ti-Al-N coatings, the phase content and

microstructure of the coatings can be very sensitive to changes in process

parameters, especially in that high Al content regime. Different microstructural

morphologies ranging from fine grained, almost glass-like, to coarse grained columnar

can be deposited. The tailoring of coating properties to fit the requirements of different

applications is still a hot topic in research and industrial applications.

The application of the coatings cover a wide industrial field including cutting inserts,

shaft tools, forming tools, functional decorative applications and show also a potential

for wear parts.
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